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Geology around Kirkby Stephen
Kirkby Stephen is situated in the southern (upper) end of the Vale of Eden surrounded by the Pennines to the north and east, the
Howgill and Lakeland hills to the west and is underlain by rocks of Carboniferous and Permo-Triassic ages.
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Outline geology of northern England
Geological History
Late in the Devonian and continuing until the end of the Visean in the Carboniferous, north-south extensional tectonics created a
series of fault controlled subsiding basins between elevated blocks. The fault zones developed along pre-existing lines of weakness in
the underlying Lower Palaeozoic rocks that had been formed during the closing of Iapetus. Movements on these faults, as well as
changes in sea level, strongly affected deposition throughout Carboniferous times. Following this the fault zones were reactivated a
number of times: (i) at the end of the Carboniferous during the main Variscan (Hercynian) Orogeny when E - W crustal extension
resulted in the formation of a half-graben that influenced deposition during Permo-Triassic times. (ii) in the late Cretaceous 65m.yrs
ago - probably as a result of thermal uplift of north-west margin of Europe prior to the opening of the North Atlantic. (iii) in Miocene
times (23 m.yrs) as a result of the Alpine Orogeny.

Carboniferous Period
The Carboniferous rocks in the area to be visited belong to the Potts Beck Limestone Formation, part of the Great Scar Limestone
Group of Asbian age. They are pale coloured limestones, well bedded and with abundant brachiopod, coral and in places, gastropod
remains. They were deposited on a shallow water platform covered by warm, shallow, clear, seas in a setting that was neither fully
'block' nor 'basin'.
The Vale of Eden during Permo-Triassic times
Permian Period
Uplift at the close of Carboniferous times resulted in a large amount of erosion as the succeeding Permian rocks rest with a marked
unconformity on an eroded surface of Great Scar Limestone with rocks of the younger Alston and Stainmoor Formations missing.
0
The Vale of Eden developed as an isolated rift basin lying 10 north of the equator into which material eroded from the surrounding
rocky uplands was transported and began to accumulate under an arid climate. The sediments vary considerably in lithology, texture,
thickness and lateral extent according to their position in the basin and the agents responsible for their transport and deposition.
Close to the eastern and northern margins of the basin alluvial fans made of poorly bedded, coarse grained , poorly sorted, angular
material accumulated, created by flash flood events. The breccias are known as Brockram and their general direction of deposition is
from the south. Overlying and Interfingering with these (although not present around Kirkby Stephen) are red, fine to coarsegrained, well sorted aeolian sandstones which are strongly cross-bedded. These were formed as dune deposits and show a
palaeowind direction from the east. Together these make up the Penrith Sandstone Formation. Later in the Permian, while there
were temporary marine incursions into the Vale of Eden creating shallow marine conditions, around Kirkby Stephen sedimentation
largely took place in sabkha and lacustrine
environments resulting in the deposition of siltstones,
sandstones, thin evaporite beds and, because of its
position close to the basin margins, more Brockram.
These beds are collectively known as the Eden Shale
Formation but around Kirkby Stephen the lacustrine
deposits are thin and wedge out completely before
the southern margin of the outcrop is reached leaving
the whole Permian succession composed only of
Brockram.
Triassic Period
Sedimentation continued through into the Triassic as
The Vale of Eden during Permo-Triassic times.
the basin continued to subside. Conditions remained
continental with sediment being washed into the area from distal sources to the south as well as being supplemented from local
ones. This resulted in the deposition of thick layers of red-brown, fine grained, micaceous sandstone known as the St Bees
Sandstone Formation.
The
Laterdistinctive
events red colour of all the Permo-Triassic rocks is derived from weathering of iron minerals in their source areas.
Uplift at the end of the Cretaceous resulted in basin inversion and started a long period of erosion during which Jurassic and
Cretaceous rocks which were almost certainly deposited across the area, being completely removed. The latest period of uplift during
early Miocene saw the Pennine Faults reactivated for the final time (apart from the odd shake that still occurs along them!) and the
Pennines as we know them today come into being. The past 2.5 m.yrs has seen ice, originating from local and more distant regions,
pass over the Vale of Eden number on a number of occasions. Most recently, in Devensian times, ice first moved south from Scotland
up the Vale before it was forced east, across Stainmore, by ice from the Lake District and a Western Pennine ice cap. Ice from the
latter source, whose divide ran W-E from the Howgill Fells across Baugh Fell to Dodd Fell, flowed north excavating Mallerstang. As
ice decayed varying thicknesses of till were deposited some of which meltwater reworked before depositing as spreads of sands and
gravels.
oooOooo
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2 Location described in text (All locations apart from 3 lie on public footpaths.
Access to Location 3 is by kind permission of the landowner)

The Permo-Triassic rocks around Kirkby Stephen are preserved in a small syncline whose axis runs N-S parallel with, but
just to the east of, the River Eden.

Location
1 (GR 76275 06745 - GR 76885 07080) Railway Walk.
.
The wall is mainly built of limestone and prior to the path being properly built
there were several small quarries in the adjacent fields that had provided it.
These exposed pale grey, well bedded limestones with some thin mud partings,
very similar to much of that in the wall, and is the Potts Beck Limestone of the
Great Scar Limestone Group. Weathering of the stone in the wall has revealed a
wealth of fossils with large brachiopods being very common along with rugose
and tabulate coral colonies and also some gastropods. Many brachiopods valves
are articulated and coral colonies complete indicating that at least some of the
deposition took place in a low energy environment.
Location 2 (GR 76772 06556) Potts Beck Limestone
~2 m of well bedded limestone is exposed in the path and its banks and in low
faces of old workings for the adjacent limekiln. The beds dip gently to the NE
and vary between pale grey and pinkish colour with the latter being sandy and
more heavily weathered. The coloration comes from weathering of the Permian
rocks that originally lay above the limestone. Water carried iron solutions
down into the limestones where they became absorbed in the more sandy
layers due to their greater porosity. The sandy horizons contain large
brachiopods in their upper layers , many of which are preserved in their life
positions.

Rugose Coral in wall

Please only take photos!

Contrasting limestone with in situ
Brachiopods

Location 3 (GR 77088 06527) Permo-Carboniferous Unconformity
At the top of the river bank, 2 m of pale grey, bedded limestone which dips
gently NE is overlain by 1.5 m of pink, clast supported Brockram. The
Brockram is very coarse (clasts up to 15cm in diam.), angular and poorly
Penrith Brockram
sorted. Clasts are mainly of limestone but also some sandstone and are held in
red sandstone matrix in which the grains are well rounded. This is the
Carboniferous Limestone
Penrith Brockram of the Penrith Sandstone Formation and was formed by
rapid deposition from fast flowing rivers after only a short duration of
transport. The deposits built up as alluvial fans, banked up at the foot of the
The Permo-Carboniferous Unconformity at
Wharton Hall
hills that enclosed the Vale of Eden and brought there by sudden flash flood
events following brief tropical rainstorms. This is the Permo - Carboniferous Unconformity and is angular, irregular and
represents a time gap of ~80 m.yrs.
Location 4 (GR 77205 06540) Penrith & Stenkrith Brockrams
From the flood plain to the top of the bank, a height of approx 15m, is an
almost continuous outcrop of massive brockram. The lower 4-5 m are similar to
those at Loc. 3 and are the Penrith Brockram. In those exposed above a
prominent bench the clasts are better cemented and while limestone is the
most abundant material, sandstone and some chert fragments can be found.
This is the Stenkrith Brockram, part of the Eden Shale Formation and here it
lies directly on top of the Penrith Brockram. The fine - medium grained
sandstones and siltstones that elsewhere make up the lower part of the Eden
Massive Penrith and Stenkrith Brockrams
below Wharton Hall
Shale Formation are missing, either never being deposited or having been
eroded by the powerful torrents that deposited the Stenkrith
Brockram.
Location 5 (GR 77340 06605) Nateby
Exposures of higher beds of Stenkrith Brockram occur in old workings between
the top of the river bank and Nateby. The rock is better bedded and the clasts
smaller than in the lower beds and now are interbedded with red sandstones
which all indicates a lower energy environment than the lowest units. These
beds were worked for building stone and this is evident in the village where
Carboniferous sandstone, limestone and even some dolerite (Whin Sill) can also
be identified. One house sports and excellent Stigmaria - can you spot it?!
Bedded Stenkrith Brockram - Nateby
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Location 6 (GR 77755 07691) St Bees Sandstone & Tufa
In the banks of a small stream ~ 1 m of red-brown, fine-grained sandstone is
exposed. These belong to the St Bees Sandstone Formation, a horizon that,
from many places in the NW, has provided vast amounts of building stone to
local villages and large cities. An interesting feature at this site is the build up
of cream coloured calcareous tufa where the stream tumbles over the small
waterfall. This forms as water, laden with calcium bicarbonate from the
solution of limestones by acid water, is agitated which assists in the loss of
CO2 resulting in precipitation of calcium carbonate. The presence of moss
and algae assist this process by withdrawing CO2 for use in photosynthesis.
Another example of this can be seen where this stream enters the River Eden.

St Bees Sandstone and calcareous tufa

Location 7 (GR 77495 07530) Stenkrith Park
In the undercut river bank, lying above outcrops of brockram in the river
bed and dipping gently to the NE, is 60 cm of well bedded, soft, red-brown
muddy siltstone with thin pale sandy lenses. These are overlain by 75 cm of
fine-medium grained, red-brown, cross-bedded, micaceous sandstone. The
sandstones fill a washout in the siltstones. These are part of the Eden Shale
Formation (St Bees Shale) and are clearly water lain. On the opposite bank
and dipping gently to the NE , ~ 5-6m of well bedded, red sandstones are
exposed. These are the St Bees Sandstone Formation and lie below the
small outcrop of the same rock seen at Loc 6.
Location 8 (GR 77375 07462) Stenkrith Bridge
Extensive outcrops of massive brockrams, approx 20 thick, are exposed in the
river bed which is actively cutting into them resulting in some spectacular
erosional features. The hard nature of the brockram and its position within
the Eden Shale Formation identify this as the Stenkrith Brockram. Many
surfaces have been polished by the river to clearly reveal the large sizes,
poor sorting and angular nature texture of the clasts the majority of which
are pale, Carboniferous Limestone. In some, rugose corals, brachiopods and
occasional gastropods can be seen. Beneath the viaduct the river has cut a
deep slot as potholes have become enlarged. Adam Sedgwick visited and
wrote about the location in 1830 when it must have been even more
impressive.

Siltstones and sandstones of the
Eden Shale Formation

Rugose coral in limestone clast in Stenkrith
Brockram

" ...... where the waters, after washing the inclined strata of mountain limestone
below Pendragon Castle, plunge among the horizontal masses of conglomerate;
after which, for a short space, they are heard roaring in a subterranean channel,
communicating by a narrow cleft (called the Span of Eden) with what appears to
have been the ancient bed of the river. Within memory of man this cleft might be
spanned by the human hand; but it is now, by an act of wanton mutilation, despoiled
of a portion of its honours, (First record of geological vandalism?) so that the
projecting ledges of rock, at their nearest point of approach, are about two feet
asunder"
Upstream of the viaduct the river flows in a deep channel cut through more
Stenkrith Brockram. Approx 200 m above Stenkrith Bridge brown micaceous
sandstones that lie below the Stenkrith Brockram (Hilton Series on map) outcrop
close to the river level. The route now crosses the Penrith Brockram before coming
back onto the Carboniferous Limestone.
oooOooo
Limestone

The 'Span of Eden' at Stenkrith Bridge
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